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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Julien De Smedt

Stacked Storage System by Muuto

A shelving system that can only be personalised, allowing you to
store and display anything you wish. You can create your own by
combing the different shapes and sizes of shelves/cubes and
select whether to place them on top a podium, free standing or
mount it to the wall. The cubes come in three sizes and shapes,
based on generic measurements, and you can choose between
an oak, white, light grey or grey colour. You can also select to
have a backboard and choose whether its coloured (option of
Oak/grey or Oak/dusty green) or not. The clip, which comes in a
matching colour to the shelf, will securely hold the neighbouring
cubes in place. Each cube comes with one clip, but you purchase
separately a box of 5 spare clips.

The combinations are infinite. You can create a small storage
system by your entrance for your shoes, or create a larger
abstract system in your living room and store all your books and
display your prised possessions. It can be a multi-functional
furniture, store things and books, display your favourite objects,
and use it as a room divider or a small side table. The possibilities
are endless!

Muuto also gives you the choice to install acoustic, sound
absorbing panels to the cubes and create small enclosed
cabinets. The panels are available in aqua melange, black
melange or grey melange. The panels make the storage system a
perfect choice for working environments whilst adding storage for
the office.

Please Note: Each shelf/cube is individually priced, the price
displayed above represents the smallest cube available.

https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/muuto-stacked-storage-system/16363


PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Dimensions: Small: 21.8cm x 35cm x 43.6cm
Medium: 43.6cm x 35cm x 43.6cm
Large: 65.4cm x 35cm x 43.6cm
Podium: 35cm x 131 cm x 20 cm
Clips - Set of 5: 4cm x 2cm x 4cm

For all sales and technical enquiries, please contact:

+44 (0)114 263 4266

info@davidvillagelighting.co.uk
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